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Abstract Observations from two companion field programs—Origins of the Kuroshio and Mindanao
Current (OKMC) and Observations of Kuroshio Transport Variability (OKTV)—are used here to examine the
Kuroshio’s temporal and spatial evolution. Kuroshio strength and velocity structure were measured between
June 2012 and November 2014 with pressure-sensor equipped inverted echo sounders (PIESs) and upward-
looking acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) deployed across the current northeast of Luzon,
Philippines, and east of Taiwan with an 8 month overlap in the two arrays’ deployment periods. The
time-mean net (i.e., integrated from the surface to the bottom) absolute transport increases downstream
from 7.3 Sv (64.4 Sv standard error) northeast of Luzon to 13.7 Sv (63.6 Sv) east of Taiwan. The observed
downstream increase is consistent with the return flow predicted by the simple Sverdrup relation and the
mean wind stress curl field over the North Pacific (despite the complicated bathymetry and gaps along the
North Pacific western boundary). Northeast of Luzon, the Kuroshio—bounded by the 0 m s21 isotach—is
shallower than 750 dbar, while east of Taiwan areas of positive flow reach to the seafloor (3000 m). Both
arrays indicate a deep counterflow beneath the poleward-flowing Kuroshio (–10.3 6 2.3 Sv by Luzon and
212.5 6 1.2 Sv east of Taiwan). Time-varying transports and velocities indicate the strong influence at both
sections of westward propagating eddies from the ocean interior. Topography associated with the ridges
east of Taiwan also influences the mean and time-varying velocity structure there.

1. Introduction

Similar to the Gulf Stream in the North Atlantic, the Kuroshio (Figure 1a) transports warm salty waters pole-
ward in the western subtropical North Pacific [Nitani, 1972]. As part of the large-scale wind-driven circulation
[Sverdrup, 1947; Stommel, 1948], the swift Gulf Stream and Kuroshio each contribute to the system of narrow
western boundary currents that serve as the return flow for each basin’s interior transport. This interior
transport can be approximated with a linear, steady vorticity balance giving the ‘‘Sverdrup relation’’ for a
homogenous, constant depth basin. The resulting interior Sverdrup transport, TSv. is the meridional flow in
response to the wind stress curl integrated zonally from the eastern boundary:

TSvðxw ; yÞ5 1
qb

ðxW

xE

ðrH3~sÞdx (1)

Here x and y are the zonal and meridional directions, q is the ocean’s density, b is the meridional gradient
of f, the Coriolis parameter (i.e., df/dy),~s is the wind stress, and xE and xw are the eastern and western limits
of integration. The corresponding steady solution for a layered ocean has the lower layer(s) at rest and the
Sverdrup transport (and western boundary current return flow) confined to the upper layer [Veronis and
Stommel, 1956; Anderson and Gill, 1975]. During the layered ocean’s slow baroclinic adjustment to this
steady state, the vertical distribution of Sverdrup transport in the layers can change, but for a uniform depth
ocean, the net western boundary current return flow (vertically integrated over the layers) remains constant
and in balance with the wind stress curl according to equation (1) even as the vertical structure of the west-
ern boundary current changes during the spin-up [e.g., Andres et al., 2012]. The adjustment period for a lay-
ered ocean with variable depth is more complicated (and the net western boundary current transport in the
return flow can change with time even as the wind field remains steady during spin-up) because the effect
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of the wind stress curl is determined by integrating along potential vorticity characteristics f/hL (where hL is
a layer thickness) rather than integrating zonally [e.g., Andres et al., 2011].

Observed features of the North Pacific subtropical gyre (Figure 1a) are broadly consistent with the North
Pacific mean wind stress curl pattern (Figure 1c, shading) and the Sverdrup relation (black contours). The
Kuroshio forms near Lamon Bay, Philippines [Gordon et al., 2014], from the northern branch of the
westward-flowing North Equatorial Current, which bifurcates around 148N [Qiu and Chen, 2010]. Down-
stream of its origin, the Kuroshio travels along the western boundary [Andres et al., 2015] toward south-
eastern Japan where the current finally separates from the boundary to become a free jet, the Kuroshio
Extension. Equation (1) and the North Pacific mean wind stress curl pattern predict a poleward western
boundary current return flow that intensifies from about 8.5 Sv east of Luzon at 198N to 14 Sv east of Tai-
wan at 248N (Figure 1b, blue curve). While, previous observational studies do confirm a downstream
intensification of the Kuroshio here, the magnitudes of the reported time-mean transports are somewhat
larger than those predicted by equation (1), possibly because the observations sampled only the upper
ocean and/or because the western boundary is complicated with ridges and gaps. East of Luzon, the
observed Kuroshio mean transport is 15 Sv (with standard deviation, r, of 63 Sv). This reported transport
is integrated over just the regions of poleward flow in the upper 600 dbar and was measured by six
upward-looking ADCPs from June 2012 through June 2013 (Lien et al. [2014] with the velocities below the
450 m mooring depth extrapolated). Downstream, the 20 month mean Kuroshio transport (September
1994 through May 1996) derived from the WOCE PCM-1 moored current meter array across the Ilan Ridge
is 21.5 6 2.5 Sv [Johns et al., 2001]. The mean velocity structure at the Ilan Ridge where the Kuroshio

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of western boundary currents in the tropical and subtropical North Pacific superimposed on the bathymetry (km,
shading). Kuroshio path is based on the mean absolute dynamic topography from satellite altimetry. ECS denotes the East China Sea and
NEC the North Equatorial Current. (b) Theoretical western boundary current transport (blue curve) calculated as the return flow to the
interior Sverdrup flow according to equation (1); red dots indicate the measured time-mean net transports (absolute geostrophic flows
integrated from the surface to the bottom) observed by the moored arrays east of Taiwan (�248N) and northeast of Luzon (�198N) with
each mean’s standard error (mse) shown by the black lines; gray dots and lines indicate the means and standard errors of the absolute
geostrophic transports in only the upper 1000 dbar at each array. (c) North Pacific mean wind stress curl (N m23, shading) calculated from
the 1948–2012 monthly mean wind stress from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis, which is available at �28 horizontal resolution [Kalnay et al., 1996]. The mean wind stress curl zero
contour is highlighted in white. The interior Sverdrup transport calculated from equation (1) is superimposed (black contours). Contour
intervals are at 5 Sv increment (1 Sv 5 106 m3 s21) with positive (negative) values indicating northward (southward) interior flow.
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funnels into the East China Sea (sill depth 5 775 m) suggests positive (poleward) flow over the entire Ilan
Ridge [from Johns et al., 2001, Figure 5].

Individual synoptic sections across the Kuroshio from shipboard measurements and from moorings exhibit
significant temporal variability in transport and velocity structure [e.g., Jan et al., 2015; Lien et al., 2014;
Andres et al., 2008b] and associated nutrient transport [Chen et al., 2017]. Whether (and how) variability in
Kuroshio transport and velocity structure at one latitude is related to Kuroshio variability at other latitudes
may depend on the time scale considered. Kuroshio transport varies with about 100 day period northeast
of Taiwan [Johns et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001] and with slightly shorter period northeast of Luzon [Lien
et al., 2014] due to frequent arrivals of westward propagating features from the ocean interior at both loca-
tions. These propagating features—collectively called ‘‘eddies’’ here—are readily apparent as sea surface
highs and lows in successive maps from satellite altimetry [e.g., Chelton et al., 2007] with about six arrivals
per year by Taiwan and about eight per year by Luzon [Tsai et al., 2015; Lien et al., 2014]. At these eddy time
scales, variability in the Kuroshio at one latitude does not seem to be communicated downstream very
effectively by the current. Indeed, in a study period that comprised five eddy arrivals east of Luzon, Tsai
et al. [2015] find evidence of only one anticyclonic eddy that first affected the sea surface height and pycno-
cline depth on the Kuroshio’s offshore edge in the region northeast of Luzon and then 21 days later 500 km
downstream east of Taiwan. Other eddy events seem to change the strength of the local recirculation but
do not have a clear effect on the Kuroshio throughput to other latitudes.

At interannual periods, Kuroshio variability may be communicated more effectively across latitudes as sig-
nals propagate equatorward (opposite the Kuroshio flow) along the western boundary. For example, inter-
annual variability of the large-scale wind field in the interior North Pacific around 378N is well correlated
with sea surface height along the onshore side of the Kuroshio throughout the East China Sea [Andres et al.,
2011]. In this case, barotropic variability is not advected by the Kuroshio (as a salinity anomaly or a drifter
might be) but propagates first from the wind-forced region to the western boundary along an f/h contour
(where h is the total water depth) and then propagates equatorward in the waveguide to conserve poten-
tial vorticity [Andres et al., 2011] as h decreases onshore. Results from a data-assimilating model suggest
that such low frequency variability can be masked in years with enhanced mesoscale eddy activity
[Soeyanto et al., 2014].

In contrast to this example of wind-forced variability that propagates equatorward in the waveguide, low
frequency variability may also be advected downstream (poleward) within the Kuroshio. East of Luzon, the
bifurcation latitude of the North Equatorial Current (which feeds the northward-flowing Kuroshio and the
southward-flowing Mindanao Current) migrates at interannual to decadal scales between 108N and 158N
[Qiu and Chen, 2010]. Repeated glider sections across the Kuroshio near 198N suggest that Kuroshio
strength northeast of Luzon is significantly negatively correlated with the bifurcation latitude: as the bifurca-
tion point moves northward, the Kuroshio transport decreases [Lee, 2015]. However, evidence for a similar
negative correlation between bifurcation latitude and Kuroshio strength further downstream (e.g., east of
Taiwan near 238N) is equivocal, due in part to the strong variability at eddy time scales east of Taiwan [Lee,
2015].

Here we examine the mean and time-varying Kuroshio strength and velocity structure and the current’s
spatial evolution between Luzon, Philippines, and eastern Taiwan as measured by pressure-sensor equipped
inverted echo sounders (PIESs). The observations discussed here are part of a data set—remarkable in its
duration, spatial coverage, and the combination of measurement platforms—collected through internation-
al collaborations under the Origins of the Kuroshio and Mindanao Current (OKMC) program and the Obser-
vations of Kuroshio Transport Variability (OKTV) program funded respectively by the U.S. Office of Naval
Research and the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), Taiwan, R.O.C. While elements of this OKMC/
OKTV data set have been published previously (see the specific references throughout the text and also the
Oceanography special issue: ‘‘A New Look at the Low-Latitude Western North Pacific’’) [Rudnick et al., 2015],
this work represents the first report of the time series of the full-water column absolute transports and
velocities east of Taiwan generated from the PIESs’ observations and the first analysis comparing these
results with the analogous time series derived from PIESs deployed across the Kuroshio northeast of Luzon.
In addition to the PIES bottom landers, the OKMC/OKTV data used here comprise in situ observations from
tall moorings, autonomous platforms, and shipboard measurements. The data sets are introduced in section
2 (with the records from the PIESs included in Appendix A). Section 3 briefly describes the methodology
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used to process the PIES data to obtain the time-varying velocities and transports (with further details given
in Appendices B and C). Section 4 presents the results for the Taiwan array and examines the downstream
evolution of the Kuroshio by comparing these results with those from the Luzon array. Section 5 discusses
the role of eddies and topography in shaping the mean and time-varying flow structure east of Taiwan. Sec-
tion 6 summarizes the main findings of this study.

2. Data

2.1. The Taiwan and Luzon Arrays
Instruments were deployed across the Kuroshio northeast of Luzon, Philippines, for 12 months (9 June 2012
to 1 June 2013) and east of Taiwan for 23 months (14 November 2012 to 31 October 2014), giving an
8 month overlap in measurements from the two arrays (November 2012 to June 2013). Both arrays included
PIES bottom landers and moorings with upward-looking acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs). Water
depths and locations for the instrument sites are summarized in Table 1.

The array east of Taiwan comprised three tall moorings—each with an upward-looking ADCP at 500 m
depth—and six PIES bottom landers (Figures 2a and 2b). The ADCPs and four of the PIESs were deployed
across the Kuroshio at �23.758N spanning 135 km along the Yaeyama Ridge. This ridge is 50 km upstream
of the Ilan Ridge. The latter marks the Kuroshio’s entrance into the East China Sea between northeastern
Taiwan and Ishigaki Island. The remaining two PIESs of the Taiwan array were deployed in a meridional sec-
tion along 1238E on the offshore side of the Kuroshio extending 100 km southward from the main line of
instruments into the Philippine Basin. Water depths at the instrument sites east of Taiwan (identified with
the prefix ‘‘T-’’) range from 2300 m depth at the onshore-most ADCP mooring site (T-A1) to almost 6000 m

depth at one of the PIES sites in the Philippine
Basin interior (T-P5).

The array east of Luzon spanned 100 km
along 198N from 1228E to 1238E and com-
prised six tall moorings with upward-looking
ADCPs at 450 m depth and four PIES bottom
landers (Figures 2c and 2d). A fifth PIES was
deployed 30 km downstream (north) of this
zonal section slightly east of the mean posi-
tion of the Kuroshio core. The instruments
sites (identified with the prefix ‘‘L-’’) were in
water depths ranging from 1000 m near
Camiguin Island on the onshore side of the
array to 4500 m on the offshore side of the
array (Table 1). The PIES line and ADCP line
were offset slightly in the meridional direc-
tion, with PIESs along 18.808N and ADCPs
along 18.758N, though here the data are
treated as if they were collected along a sin-
gle line.

Acoustic travel time data collected by the 11
PIESs from the Taiwan and Luzon arrays have
been examined previously to investigate the
effect of mesoscale eddies on pycnocline dis-
placements [Tsai et al., 2015] but their effect
on transports or velocity structure has not yet
been reported. In the present study of
Kuroshio connectivity and downstream evolu-
tion, the mean and time-varying velocity
structure and transport determined from the
Taiwan-array PIESs are reported for the first

Table 1. Instrument Locations and Depths

Site ID Type Lat (8N) Lon (8E)

Water
Depth
(m)a,b

Distance
(km)c,d

Spacing
(km)

Array East of Taiwane

T-A1 ADCP 23.875 121.720 2282.0
T-A2 ADCP 23.813 122.000 2553.0 29.3 29.3
T-A3 ADCP 23.743 122.352 2917.0 65.9 36.6
T-P1 PIES 23.843 121.854 4171.8 14.1
T-P2 PIES 23.779 122.185 2531.1 48.5 34.4
T-P3 PIES 23.695 122.610 2656.7 92.7 44.2
T-P4 CPIES 23.616 122.997 2253.0 133.0 40.3
T-P5 PIES 23.136 123.003 6031.7 53.3
T-P6 PIES 22.757 123.000 4512.4 42.1

Array Northeast of Luzonf

L-M1 ADCP 18.750 122.100 980.0
L-M2 ADCP 18.750 122.250 1035.0 15.8 15.8
L-M3 ADCP 18.750 122.400 1100.0 31.6 15.8
L-M4 ADCP 18.750 122.550 1675.0 47.3 15.8
L-M5 ADCP 18.750 122.680 2530.0 61.0 13.7
L-M6 ADCP 18.750 122.870 4465.0 81.0 20.0
L-H1 HPIES 18.812 122.011 1378.2
L-H2 HPIES 18.826 122.308 1337.8 31.6 31.6
L-H3 HPIES 18.792 122.645 2076.8 66.3 35.0
L-H4 HPIES 18.852 122.952 4570.2 99.0 33.3
L-H5 HPIES 19.100 122.417 2151.8

aADCP depths are from Taiwan Ocean Database bathymetry.
bFor the PIESs, depths are from the mean of pressure record less

0.5 m (distance between the pressure sensor and base of the
instrument) and less atmospheric pressure.

cCross-line distance reported relative to T-A1 for the Taiwan-array
ADCPs and PIESs.

dCross-line distance reported relative to the L-M1 for the ADCPs
and L-H1 for the PIESs.

eData records span 14 November 2012 to 31 October 2014, except
for T-P4 which spans 14 November 2012 to 13 June 2014, and T-P1
whose data were recovered through 2 July 2014.

fData records span 11 June 2012 to 1 June 2013.
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time and are compared to analogous results reported previously for the Luzon array [Mensah et al., 2016;
Lien et al., 2014].

2.2. PIESs
A PIES rests on the seafloor in a rigid anchor stand and records the time-varying, round-trip surface-to-
bottom acoustic travel time s, near-bottom pressure Pb, and temperature Tb. The PIESs in the Taiwan and
Luzon arrays were programmed to obtain hourly measures of s, Pb, and Tb. One of the Taiwan PIESs (at site
T-P4) was further equipped with an Aanderaa 4930 acoustic Doppler head to measure hourly horizontal cur-
rents (u, v) 50 m above the bottom (called a ‘‘CPIES’’). The five PIESs northeast of Luzon were each equipped
with a horizontal electric field (HEF) sensor (e.g., ‘‘HPIES,’’) [Lien et al., 2015]. The HEF provides a measure of
the vertically integrated velocity at each HPIES site [Sanford, 1971; Szuts, 2012], though these HEF data are
not included in the analysis here.

Data returns from the 11 Luzon and Taiwan PIESs (see Appendix A) are generally excellent except for a
noisy travel time record at site L-H3, though the pressure record from this site is complete and of good
quality. Also, the CPIES at site T-P4 ceased measuring 140 days before the end of its 2 year deployment
(due to a drained system battery) but was successfully retrieved on the recovery cruise since the release
batteries operate on a separate circuit. At this site (T-P4), the s, Pb, and Tb and velocity data covering the
first �1.5 years of the deployment are complete and of good quality. The instrument at site T-P1 was not
recovered, likely because the instrument was shifted by small earthquakes in the region [Tsai et al., 2015].
However, data from all of the Taiwan PIESs were retrieved periodically via telemetry during cruises, so tele-
metered s, Pb, and Tb records (which are daily averages) are available for T-P1 through July 2014. The pres-
sure record from site T-P1 is of good quality throughout the telemetered record except during the first 2
months of the deployment. The travel time record is good for the first 12 months of the mission; thereafter,
the travel time record is noisy during stretches, and it is suspected that shifting sands here may have
degraded the travel time record during some intermittent periods. During periods with missing data, pres-
sure and travel time values are estimated via objective mapping of the data from neighboring sites (see
Appendix B).
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Figure 2. Maps and depth-longitude sections for the arrays (a, b) east of Taiwan and (c, d) northeast of Luzon. Symbols indicate upward-
looking ADCPs (blue triangles), PIESs (red circles), and a CPIES (yellow circle). In Figures 2a and 2c, the red curves indicate a climatological
mean Kuroshio path based on the velocity maximum observed from shipboard ADCP measurements [Jan et al., 2015] and the shading
shows the bathymetry (m). In Figures 2a and 2b, the B-line is across the Yaeyama Ridge and the C-line is along the Ilan Ridge.
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For each array, the raw s records measured by the instruments, smeas, are converted to reference values, sref

(Figure A1), by using deep hydrographic casts from the region to establish the deep ocean’s contribution to
smeas [Andres et al., 2005]. Since deep-ocean temperature and salinity (and hence sound speed) vary little,
this relationship is primarily controlled by the (time-invariant) vertical distance between the instrument
depth and the reference depth. The conversion to sref at each site allows comparison and processing of
data from instruments that are generally deployed at different isobaths across the array. This reference level
is then also used to generate the lookup tables used to interpret the travel time data (see section 2.4). For
the Luzon array, 800 dbar is used as a reference (as previously reported in Mensah et al. [2016]) and here
1000 dbar is used for the array east of Taiwan.

2.3. ADCPs
Upward-looking 75 kHz acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) were deployed concurrently with the
respective PIES arrays at 500 m depth east of Taiwan and 450 m depth northeast of Luzon. East of Taiwan,
the spacing between ADCP moorings was �33 km and the ADCPs measured at 5 min intervals and in 8 m
vertical bins between 40 m depth and 500 m depth [Y. J. Yang et al., 2015]. Northeast of Luzon, the spacing
was about 16 km and the ADCPs measured velocities at 1.5 min intervals in 8 m vertical bins between 45
and 450 m depth [Lien et al., 2014].

Details of the ADCP processing and results from the ADCP moorings are reported elsewhere [Lien et al.,
2014, 2015; Y. J. Yang et al., 2015]. In the present study, the ADCP data are used for two purposes. First,
time-mean velocities obtained from one depth bin from each ADCP are used to level neighboring pairs of
PIESs’ pressure sensors so that absolute transports and velocity profiles can be determined from the PIESs
using the method described by Mensah et al. [2016] and in section 3.1. Second, the time series of absolute
transports between the surface and 600 m depth (for the Luzon array) and 500 m depth (for the Taiwan
array) are derived independently via only the ADCPs’ velocity profiles (by integrating vertically and extrapo-
lating the velocities between the bottom-most ADCP bin and the lower layer of integration). These ADCP
transports are compared here with the transport time series (across the same area) derived from the leveled
PIESs (see section 3.2 and Appendix C).

2.4. Seagliders
Seagliders instrumented with Sea-Bird CTDs measured temperature and salinity at 8 s interval from the sur-
face to 1000 dbar in patterns near both arrays [K.-C. Yang et al., 2015]. Two Seagliders traversed the array
east of Luzon between November 2012 and May 2013 providing 16 quasi-zonal property sections across
the Kuroshio [Lien et al., 2015; Mensah et al., 2016]. From these sections, 1590 individual dives provided tem-
perature and salinity profiles, which are used here to help construct the Gravest Empirical Mode (GEM) look-
up tables that are used to convert PIESs’ sref time series to vertical profiles of density or specific volume
anomaly [Meinen and Watts, 2000; Sun and Watts, 2001; Watts et al., 2001]. East of Taiwan, the Seagliders
completed 10 Kuroshio crossings and contributed data from 1139 dives to that region’s GEM lookup tables.

For the Luzon array, Seaglider data were also used as validation of the PIES processing methods (as reported
previously in Mensah et al. [2016]). Seaglider-derived temperature cross sections were compared with the
concurrent PIES-derived temperature cross sections to evaluate how well the PIESs’ s measurements inter-
preted via the GEM lookup tables could reproduce the depth of the thermocline across the Kuroshio. The
agreement was found to be excellent [Mensah et al., 2016]. In addition, the agreement between Seaglider-
derived absolute transports and PIES-derived absolute transports (to 1000 dbar) northeast of Luzon was
favorable (see Mensah et al. [2016] and Appendix C).

2.5. Shipboard Observations
Seven shipboard surveys were conducted along the Yaeyama Ridge during the PIES deployment east of
Taiwan as part of the OKTV effort (which comprised nine sections in total). During these crossings, hydrogra-
phy (temperature and salinity profiles) and velocities across the Kuroshio were measured at eight stations
between 121.728E and 1238E (the KTV1 line as described in Jan et al. [2015]). At each station, measurements
were collected from the surface to near bottom with a CTD and a 300 kHz lowered ADCP (LADCP). The
hydrographic data from these cruises (together with historical hydrography and Seaglider casts) are used
here to construct the GEM lookup tables for the Taiwan array. The LADCP sections are also used as an
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independent check on the methodology used here to derive the transports from the PIESs east of Taiwan
(section 3.2).

Further, LADCP data from six additional cruises collected through a follow-on study to the OKTV program
(the Study of the Kuroshio-II, SK-II, funded by Taiwan’s MOST) that have not been reported previously are
used here with the nine OKTV sections [Jan et al., 2015] to produce a 15-section mean velocity structure to
compare with the PIES-derived mean velocities at depths greater than those sampled by the gliders (section
4.1). The periods of the six additional ship surveys were 8–9 November 2014, 4–5 March 2015, 10–11 June
2015, 6–7 September 2015, 6–7 November 2015, and 30 June to 1 July 2016.

3. Methodology

The procedure to derive time series of a western boundary current’s full-water column velocity structure
and absolute geostrophic transports from the PIESs’ s and Pb records is well established [e.g., Donohue
et al., 2010] and has been used successfully in many strong currents [e.g., Book et al., 2002; Andres et al.,
2008b; Beal et al., 2015]. Due to the dependence of sound speed on temperature and salinity, s is often
an excellent proxy for a region’s vertical profiles of specific volume anomaly a(z) and density q(z). Thus,
pairs of PIESs can be used with the thermal wind relationship to deduce the vertical shear in the horizon-
tal velocities normal to each instrument pair, dv/dz [e.g., Meinen and Watts, 2000]. Further, this geo-
strophic shear can be referenced by using the bottom pressure gradients between pairs of leveled
instruments to obtain time series of the absolute geostrophic velocity profiles, v(z) [e.g., Donohue et al.,
2010]. These velocity profiles are then integrated vertically and horizontally to calculate the time-varying
absolute geostrophic transports.

We employ this technique here and use the Taiwan-array PIES data to determine the full-water column
velocity structure and transports in the Kuroshio region. We then compare the upper ocean part of the
PIES-derived transports east of Taiwan to independent estimates of upper ocean transport to validate the
methodology. In section 4, the Taiwan-array results are compared with results from the Luzon-array PIESs.
(Details of the Luzon-array PIESs’ processing steps are described elsewhere [Mensah et al., 2016] but are sim-
ilar to the methodology described here for the Taiwan array; validation of the Luzon-array results is also dis-
cussed by Mensah et al. [2016] and is briefly reviewed in Appendix C.)

3.1. PIES Data Processing
For the Taiwan array, hourly pressure and acoustic travel time records from each PIES (Pb and smeas) are des-
piked, dedrifted, and detided according to the standard procedures [Kennelly et al., 2007]. Using the meth-
ods outlined in Andres et al. [2005] and Kennelly et al. [2007], the hourly acoustic travel time records from
each PIES, smeas, are first converted to sref, then 3 day low-pass filtered, and finally mapped (see Appendix
B). The filtered, mapped sref time series are then used with the region-specific empirical lookup tables
(GEMs) to obtain time-varying profiles of specific volume anomaly, a(z)—or alternatively, density or temper-
ature profiles, q(z) or T(z). For the Taiwan-array PIESs, two modifications to the traditional processing meth-
ods are employed to interpret the travel time and pressure data.

First, to obtain the profiles of density (or specific volume anomaly) from sref, a region-specific empirical look-
up table is typically used (i.e., the GEM). However, rather than using a single GEM interpret the Taiwan
array’s travel time observations, two GEM lookup tables are used for the array, a main GEM and a GEM for
the onshore-most site. This is necessary due to the distribution of small amounts of South China Sea Tropi-
cal Water (SCSTW) that leaks through the Luzon Strait and the Babuyan Channel [Mensah et al., 2014], which
can lead to ambiguity in interpreting PIESs’ travel time measurements from a single GEM. The salinity maxi-
mum, typically located around 150 m depth, is in general an excellent tracer of the tropical water masses in
the region (see Mensah et al. [2014] and the four salinity profiles shown in Figures 3b and 3c). The presence
or absence of SCSTW in this tropical water salinity maximum layer can cause very different temperature,
salinity, and density profiles to be associated with the same acoustic travel time (e.g., Figures 3b and 3c).
The mean salinity distribution at 150 m depth relative to the PIES sites is shown in Figure 3a. From this, it is
apparent that the SCSTW is confined geographically to the western extremes of both arrays (evident as the
relatively fresher water mass at this depth when compared to the West Philippine Sea Tropical Water,
WPSTW). The effect of two GEMs was tested extensively for the region east of Luzon [Mensah et al., 2016].
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Since improvement to the processing was found to be substantial, two GEM lookup tables are also used
here in this study to interpret the data east of Taiwan. GEM information is summarized in Table 2.

The second modification to the traditional PIES processing is to use the upward-looking ADCPs for leveling
the pressure records. (By leveling, PIES-measured bottom pressures are projected onto a common geopo-
tential surface. Leveling is necessary for calculating horizontal gradients in the geostrophic equations.) Here
the leveling depth is chosen as the depth where high quality time series of ADCP-measured velocities out-
side the upper Ekman layer are available (nominally between �300 and 500 m depth). For the array north-
east of Luzon, this method was used across the entire array (L-H1 through L-H4) and the leveling depth was

400 m (see Mensah et al. [2016] and Appendix C for valida-
tion of the method). For the array east of Taiwan, different
leveling depths between different pairs of instruments pro-
vide the optimal results (300 m between T-P1 and T-P2,
500 m between T-P2 and T-P3). In addition, the bottom
current meter is used to level between T-P3 and T-P4 (i.e.,
the traditional method is used here since there was no
upward-looking ADCP between these two sites). The modi-
fied leveling method (i.e., leveraging the observations from
the upward-looking ADCPs) for the Taiwan array gives
Kuroshio transports, which compare favorably to indepen-
dent LADCP-derived transports (section 3.2).

With these two modifications, we use the two GEMs and
the mapped sref to infer mapped density profiles east of
Taiwan. From these, we calculate the baroclinic velocity
sections along the Yaeyama Ridge. We use the mapped,
leveled pressures (Appendix B) to reference this shear to
obtain time series of absolute geostrophic velocity struc-
ture east of Taiwan at 10 km horizontal spacing and 1 dbar
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Figure 3. (a) Chart of mean salinity at 150 m depth (shading) around Taiwan and Luzon from a climatology based on data from the
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC), with much of these data from the Taiwan’s Ocean Database (available at www.odb.ntu.edu).
The regions of colder color west of the Kuroshio are strongly influenced by SCSTW [Mensah et al., 2014]. PIES sites are also shown (red and
yellow circles). (b) Examples of two salinity profiles from the region east of Taiwan with the same sref (1.3258 s), but different vertical
structure due to the presence of SCS waters in one (blue) and not in the other (red). (c) As in Figure 3b but for the region northeast of
Luzon and for sref 5 1.0588. The dashed lines in Figures 3b and 3c highlight the depth of the salinity distribution shown in Figure 3a.

Table 2. GEM Information

Lat. Limits
(8N)

Lon. Limits
(8E)

No. of
Profiles

East of Taiwan
Eastern Gem 24.25 122.75 1411

24.00 124.00
22.70 124.00
22.70 122.50
22.75 121.75

Western Gem 23.00 121.25 714
24.50 121.50
24.25 122.75
22.75 121.75

Northeast of Luzon
Eastern Gem 18.67 122.30 1231

19.25 122.30
19.25 123.50
18.67 123.50

Western Gem 18.67 121.75 476
19.25 121.75
19.25 122.30
18.67 122.30
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vertical resolution from the
surface to the bottom. We
integrate these velocities
vertically and horizontally to
calculate transports across
the Yaeyama Ridge east of
Taiwan (Figure 4). An analo-
gous procedure was carried
out for the section northeast
of Luzon by Mensah et al.
[2016].

3.2. Comparison to
Independent Estimates of
Transport
As a test of the PIES process-

ing methods east of Taiwan, transports deduced here from the PIESs are first compared to transports
derived from the colocated ADCP moorings and then to transports determined from seven synoptic LADCP
sections that were measured during the PIES deployment period [Jan et al., 2015]. Similar comparisons
between the Luzon-array PIES-derived transports and those from the ADCPs are detailed in Mensah et al.
[2016] and are briefly described in Appendix C.

PIES-derived and ADCP-derived estimates of Kuroshio transport east of Taiwan are compared by integrating
the respective velocity structures between 121.858E and 122.438E (spanning sites T-P1 to T-A3) but only in
the upper ocean between the surface and 500 dbar (since the ADCPs could not measure the deep flow).
Daily transports from the PIESs are compared with those from the upward-looking ADCPs over the full
record, 14 November 2012 through 1 November 2014 (Figure 5, red and gray curves, respectively). The
mean PIES-derived transport through the limited area defined above is 12.4 Sv (r 5 65.0 Sv) and the mean
upward-looking ADCP-derived transport through the same area is 12.3 Sv (r 5 63.7 Sv). The root-mean-
square (rms) difference between the transport estimates is 3.4 Sv (Table 3). The means are essentially the
same and the rms difference may be due to the different measures of instantaneous Kuroshio strength and
structure provided by the PIESs versus the moored ADCPs: each moored ADCP provides a point measure of
the total (geostrophic plus ageostrophic) velocity structure while each pair of PIESs provides a spatial-
average measure of the absolute geostrophic velocity structure between the instruments.

LADCP-derived transport snapshots from the OKTV program’s seven synoptic sections measured during this
period also compare favorably to the concurrent PIES-derived transports in the upper 500 dbar (Figure 5,
magenta squares, with these transports also integrated over the upper 500 dbar, rather than over the full-
depth of the LADCP profiles).
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Figure 4. Results from the PIES array with transports east of Taiwan calculated by integrating
velocities over various cross-sectional areas: positive transport (red), transport integrated from
the surface to 1000 dbar (black), negative transport (blue), transport between 1000 dbar and
the bottom (cyan), and the net surface-to-bottom transport (green), which is the sum of the
positive and negative transports or, equivalently, the sum of the transports above and below
1000 dbar. Time series shown through July 2014; thereafter T-P4 stopped measuring.

Figure 5. Comparison of upper ocean (<500 dbar) transports east of Taiwan calculated by different methods and platforms. The red curve
is the PIES-derived absolute geostrophic transport and the gray curve is the ADCP-derived transport with transports 15 day low-pass
filtered and spanning 121.858E and 122.438E. The magenta squares show the LADCP-derived transports [Jan et al., 2015] integrated over
the same area.
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Unlike the velocities from the upward-looking
ADCPs (moored at 450 m depth), the LADCP
sections also provide independent informa-
tion about the deep-ocean velocity structure
that can be used to assess the deeper PIES-
derived velocities and transports. To compare
PIES-derived transports and the LADCP survey
transports, the domain considered is 121.858E
and 123.008E (spanning T-P1 to T-P4) from the
surface to 1000 dbar. Each LADCP section
(spanning the same distance) comprises sev-
en stations (K102 to K108) along the line east
of Taiwan [Jan et al., 2015]. The PIES-derived
mean of sections coincident spatially and
temporally with the LADCP sections is 21.4 Sv
(with a standard error, mse, of 62.3 Sv, where
each realization is treated as an independent
measure of transport) and the LADCP-derived
mean is 19.4 Sv (62.5 Sv mse). The root-
mean-square difference between the PIES-

derived and LADCP-derived transports is 4.0 Sv (Table 3). As with the comparison made above between the
(upward-looking) ADCP-derived transports and the PIES-derived transports to 500 dbar, the mean trans-
ports from these two independent estimates are very close (i.e., within the bounds provided by the means’
standard errors). However, the PIESs measurements provide instantaneous snapshots across the array, while
an LADCP survey typically takes several days to complete. This may alias the high frequency variability in
the system and likely contributes to the rms difference between these transport estimates.

4. Results

With a good correspondence between the PIES-derived time-mean upper ocean transport estimates east of
Taiwan (to 500 dbar and to 1000 dbar) and those from independent observations, we consider next the var-
ious components of the Kuroshio’s full-water column mean and time-varying transports deduced from the
PIESs (Figure 4) and compare these results with analogous observations of the Kuroshio upstream by Luzon
to examine the downstream evolution of the Kuroshio. We show that the time-mean net transports inte-
grated over the full-water column in the Kuroshio region are in good agreement with the return flow need-
ed to balance the flows predicted by the simple Sverdrup relation integrated over the North Pacific interior
(equation (1)). We also confirm that Kuroshio transport variability is dominated by the influence of meso-
scale eddies.

4.1. Mean Transports
As mentioned in section 1, previous studies have shown Kuroshio intensification between 198N and 248N
[Lien et al., 2014; Johns et al., 2001], but the magnitudes of these reported mean transports are too large to
balance the interior Sverdrup flow for a flat ocean or for a fully adjusted ocean in which the lower layer(s)
are quiescent. Our results from the PIESs corroborate a downstream increase in Kuroshio strength between
the array northeast of Luzon and that east of Taiwan (Table 4). Northeast of Luzon, the Kuroshio’s 12 month
mean absolute transport integrated over the upper 1000 dbar is 14.3 Sv (62.8 Sv mse). East of Taiwan along
the Yaeyama Ridge, the Kuroshio’s 23 month mean absolute transport integrated over the upper 1000 dbar
is 21.3 Sv (62.6 Sv mse), which is a 50% increase over that northeast of Luzon. The PIES-derived transports
integrated over just the regions of positive (poleward) flow also increase downstream from 17.6 Sv (62.5 Sv
mse) northeast of Luzon to 26.2 Sv (62.5 Sv mse) east of Taiwan. The increase in Kuroshio strength between
Luzon and Taiwan inferred here from the PIES arrays is primarily associated with an increase in the thickness
of the mean Kuroshio (depth to the 0 m s21 isotach) rather than an increase in the speed of the current’s
mean velocity core. Northeast of Luzon, the mean Kuroshio’s positive flow reaches to about 750 dbar with a
negative (equatorward) counterflow below (Figure 6d). In contrast, east of Taiwan, there is an area of posi-
tive flow that reaches well below 1000 dbar and to the seafloor at 3000 m depth (Figure 6c).

Table 3. Transport Comparisons

Mean (Sv) r (Sv) mse (Sv)
rms Difference

(Sv)

East of Taiwan
ADCP deriveda 12.3 3.7 3.4
PIES deriveda 12.4 5.0
LADCP derivedb 19.4 6.7 2.5 4.0
PIES derivedb 21.4 6.0 2.3

Northeast of Luzonc

ADCP derivedd 13.1 4.1 3.0
PIES derivedd 14.2 4.9
Seaglider derivede 12.1 3.9 1.0 1.8
PIES derivede 11.4 4.0 1.0

aIntegrated from the surface to 500 dbar between 121.858E and
123.008E.

bIntegrated from the surface to 1000 dbar between 121.858E and
123.008E.

cFrom Mensah et al. [2016].
dIntegrated from the surface to 600 dbar between 122.108E and

122.878E.
eIntegrated from the surface to 1000 dbar between 122.108E and

122.878E.
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The observed downstream intensification of Kuroshio time-mean transports is not surprising and is
expected from the Sverdrup relation and the mean wind field. However, as with the previous studies, the
magnitudes reported here of the observed time-mean transports (whether in the upper 1000 dbar or
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Figure 6. (a, b) Standard deviation (m s21) and (c, d) mean (m s21) of the velocity sections (top row) east of Taiwan and (bottom row) northeast of Luzon determined from the respective
PIES arrays. Snapshot sections east of Taiwan are shown for the day with the (e) weakest and (g) strongest transport in the upper 1000 dbar (i.e., integrated within the dashed box) as are
snapshot sections northeast of Luzon for the day with the (f) weakest and (h) strongest transport. In Figures 6c–6h, black contours show the respective potential density surfaces from
1026 to 1027.5 kg m23 (referenced to 0 dbar). Gray line in the top row shows the bathymetry along the Ilan Ridge, which marks the entrance to the East China Sea.

Table 4. Mean Transports

Mean (Sv)
Standard

Deviation (Sv)
Decorrelation
Scale (Days)

Mean Standard
Error (Sv) Range (Sv)

East of Taiwan (120 km Transect)
Upper 1000 dbar transport 21.3 8.8 54 2.6 21.9 to 40.7
Positive transport 26.2 8.6 60 2.5 4.9 to 46.1
Negative transport 212.5 4.5 54 1.2 226.3 to 23.2
Net transport 13.7 12.0 66 3.6 216.2 to 42.3

Northeast of Luzon (100 km Transect)
Upper 1000 dbar transport 14.3 6.8 54 2.8 22.6 to 28.3
Positive transport 17.6 6.6 52 2.5 6.0 to 36.1
Negative transport 210.3 7.7 32 2.3 231.3 to 0
Net transport 7.3 13.3 37 4.4 225.2 to 34.5
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integrated over all regions of positive flow) are large relative to those predicted from equation (1) (Figure
1b, compare black dots with the blue curve). In contrast, the PIES-derived net (surface-to-bottom) time-
mean absolute transports reported here are remarkably consistent with the Sverdrup relation (Figure 1b,
red dots). Northeast of Luzon the mean return flow predicted by equation (1) is 8.5 Sv and the PIES-
observed surface-to-bottom mean absolute transport is 7.3 Sv (64.4 Sv mse). East of Taiwan the predicted
transport is 14 Sv and our PIES-observed mean is 13.7 Sv (63.6 Sv mse). These results suggest that it is not
the upper ocean western boundary current transport that is compensating the interior Sverdrup flow, but
the total surface-to-bottom transport at the western boundary that serves as the return for the interior
wind-driven transport. This result is consistent with Anderson and Gill [1975] who show that the wind-driven
circulation is not confined to the upper layer (i.e., with lower layer(s) shut down) until the slow (westward
propagating) baroclinic signals arrive from the wind-forced regions. The North Pacific is not in steady state
but is continually undergoing baroclinic adjustment to the wind field. Apparently a correspondence
between the magnitude of the predicted return flow (from a simple Sverdrup balance over the interior) and
the observed western boundary current net transports holds despite the complicated bottom topography
and the gaps along the western boundary (i.e., the Luzon Strait) where the Kuroshio encounters South
China Sea waters on its cyclonic flank.

4.2. Mean Flow Structure
Complementing the Kuroshio’s poleward flow through the East China Sea, the Ryukyu Current transports
waters as a subsurface-intensified poleward flow along the southeastern side of the Ryukyu Islands. Ryukyu
Current transport increases from about 6 Sv southeast of Okinawa [Zhu et al., 2003] to 18 Sv by Amami-
Oshima [Ichikawa et al., 2004] where it joins the Kuroshio, which exits the East China Sea by the Tokara
Strait. The Ryukyu Current structure near its origin southwest of Okinawa is not well studied.

After crossing the Yaeyama Ridge (where the Taiwan array is located), the deep part of the Kuroshio’s pole-
ward flow encounters the comparatively shallow Ilan Ridge (see the gray curve in the top row of Figure 6
and also the topographic sections in Figure 2b). The similarity of our mean Kuroshio transport in the upper
1000 dbar (21.3 Sv) crossing the Yaeyama Ridge to that reported previously crossing the Ilan Ridge (21 Sv)
[Johns et al., 2001] suggests that little (if any) flow is diverted in the mean from the upper Kuroshio (<1000
dbar) to form the beginning of a Ryukyu Current. Though Kuroshio transport above 1000 dbar east of Tai-
wan does not seem to contribute to a mean Ryukyu Current, it is possible that some of the deep Kuroshio
(i.e., the positive mean flow below 1000 dbar in Figure 6c) flows northeastward to feed a nascent Ryukyu
Current, or that some flows as part of a deep anticyclonic recirculation east of the region sampled by our
array. Additional observations would be required to confirm either scenario.

The PIES observations do suggest, however, that impingement of the deep Kuroshio on the Ilan Ridge may be
the source of a counterflow (equatorward flow) across the Taiwan array that manifests itself in the mean
velocity section as a subsurface velocity extreme between the region of deep poleward flow and the steep
coast of Taiwan (Figure 6c). Velocities here reach >0.1 m s21 equatorward flow in a patch stretching from 650
dbar to the seafloor centered on 1228E. Indeed, such a mean structure is corroborated by an independently
derived mean (to 2000 dbar) from the 15 LADCP sections along the Yaeyama Ridge (Figure 7). Nine of these
sections are from the OKTV program and six are from the SK-II program. The mean structure from these sec-
tions is similar to that from the PIESs (Figure 5c) with a deep-reaching Kuroshio and a deep negative (equator-
ward) flow shoreward of this. Though it is not conclusive from these data, this counterflow suggests a larger
deep mean cyclonic recirculation, just upstream of the Kuroshio’s entrance to the East China Sea.

In the time-mean section northeast of Luzon, deep negative (equatorward) flow is also present beneath the
Kuroshio (Figure 6d). Although the magnitude is similar at the two sections (–12.5 6 1.2 Sv east of Taiwan
and 210.3 6 2.3 Sv northeast of Luzon), the mean structure of the abyssal flow is different. As mentioned
above, east of Taiwan the bulk of the deep, negative flow is sandwiched between Taiwan and the deep
(poleward-flowing) Kuroshio. Northeast of Luzon, however, the region of negative flow is contiguous
beneath the shallow Kuroshio and the strongest equatorward flow is on the offshore edge of the array.

4.3. Time-Varying Kuroshio Transports Near Luzon and Taiwan
The Kuroshio exhibits strong temporal variability in its velocity structure (Figures 6e–6h) and transport (Fig-
ures 8a and 8b). East of Taiwan, the transport integrated over just the region of positive (poleward) flow
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varies from 4.9 to 46.1 Sv and the net transport integrated over the upper 1000 dbar here can be negative
(e.g., 21.9 Sv on 2 January 2013, Figure 6e). This strong variability east of Taiwan is consistent with nine syn-
optic sections across the current east of Taiwan in which transport (integrated to the 0.2 m s21 isotach) was
found to range between 10.5 and 22.9 Sv [Jan et al., 2015]. Variance preserving spectra for the upper ocean
transport (to 1000 dbar) east of Taiwan (Figure 8c, blue) and northeast of Luzon (green) each have a broad
peak around 30–100 days, with some of this energy likely due to the arrival along the boundary of west-
ward propagating mesoscale eddies [Tsai et al., 2015; Lien et al., 2014; Johns et al., 2001].

Northeast of Luzon, the variability in the positive and the upper ocean (to 1000 dbar) transports is slightly
less pronounced than it is east of Taiwan (i.e., the standard deviations of these flows northeast of Luzon are
smaller than their counterparts east of Taiwan, Table 4). In contrast, the negative transport (i.e., integrated
over just the regions of negative flow) is more variable northeast of Luzon than it is east of Taiwan with a
standard deviation almost twice as large (r 5 7.8 Sv northeast of Luzon and r 5 4.5 Sv east of Taiwan). This
deep variability northeast of Luzon is particularly pronounced on the offshore side of the array (see the
region of relatively high standard deviation at all depths in Figure 6b) and has an integral time scale of
about 30 days. (In comparison, the other transport components here and east of Taiwan—positive flows,
upper ocean flows, and negative flow east of Taiwan—each have an integral time scale of about 50–60
days.)
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The strength of the variability
of the western boundary cur-
rent transport seems strongly
related to the local geography.
Downstream of both arrays at
the PN line (northeast of Oki-
nawa and within the East
China Sea), the Kuroshio’s
reported standard deviation is
only 4.0 Sv [Andres et al.,
2008b], which is less than that
of the Kuroshio east of Taiwan
or northeast of Luzon. Perhaps
the standard deviations (Table
4) of the Kuroshio positive
transports by Taiwan and
Luzon (r 5 8.6 and 6.6 Sv,
respectively) and of the trans-
ports in the upper 1000 dbar
(r 5 8.6 and 6.8 Sv, respective-
ly) are larger because the Kur-
oshio there is open to the
direct influence of impinging
westward propagating eddies.
In contrast, within the East
China Sea at the PN line, the
Kuroshio is shielded from the
open ocean eddies by the
Ryukyu Island Chain. This sug-
gests that much of the local
variability in western bound-
ary currents that is induced by
impinging eddies leads to
changes in local recirculation
rather than changes in
throughput that are subse-
quently felt downstream.
While observations do suggest
limited evidence of eddies
that arrive at one latitude and
then affect the transport at a
downstream latitude, this
downstream influence seems
to be the exception rather
than the rule [Tsai et al., 2015].

5. Discussion

The mean Kuroshio east of
Taiwan is surface intensified
with strong vertical shear
(dv/dz) to about 1000 dbar
(Figures 6c and 9a, where
the velocities in the latter are

Figure 9. (a) Mean velocity profile east of Taiwan (purple) where the velocity at each depth is a
horizontal average of the mean section shown in Figure 6b. The black line represents <vBT>,
which is<Tupper 1 Tlower>/(Aupper 1 Alower) 5 2.4 cm s21 (similar to equation (6), but cast here for
velocity rather than for velocity anomaly) and the green curve is the time-mean baroclinic shear
profile relative to this mean barotropic reference velocity. (b) Upper and deep-ocean transports
east of Taiwan (plotted for every third day, since the transports are derived from 3 day low-pass
filtered data records) with the time-averages shown with the large purple dot. Black line is the
best fit regression line (with m 5 0.34) and the red line is Aupper/Alower (with m 5 0.32). Arrows
indicate the effects on the layer transports of barotropic (black arrows) and baroclinic (green
arrows) modes of variability. (c) Schematic of the barotropic variability implied by the correlation
in Figure 9b superimposed on a sheared mean flow. (d) Time series of the velocity components
in the upper layer east of Taiwan: vupper (red), vBC (black), and vBC upper (green). (e) Time series of
the velocity components in the lower layer east of Taiwan: vlower (blue), vBC (black), and vBC lower

(green). (f) Upper ocean (vupper, red) and deep-ocean (vlower, blue) velocity anomalies as a
function of the barotropic velocity anomalies. Black line shows 1:1 ratio.
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horizontally averaged across the array to generate a single time-mean, spatial-mean velocity profile). The
deep Kuroshio encounters the abrupt topography of the Yaeyama and the Ilan Ridges and the observations
suggest strong coupling between the upper and deep ocean here. We examine the vertical structure of
Kuroshio transport anomalies east of Taiwan and consider the effect of eddies and the role of topography
in shaping the velocity structure along the western boundary.

5.1. Vertical Structure of Transport Anomalies East of Taiwan
To examine the temporal variability of transport anomalies superimposed on the time-mean vertical struc-
ture (Figure 9a, purple profile), we treat the Kuroshio as a two-layer system with the interface at 1000 dbar.
The net (surface-to-bottom) transport is carried in the barotropic mode, so the time-average barotropic
velocity east of Taiwan, <vBT>, is the total mean transport across the array here divided by the cross-
sectional area. This is 2.4 cm s21, represented by the black profile in Figure 9a (with the difference between
the time-mean profile and this barotropic component giving a baroclinic component shown in green).
Using a two-layer framework, the time-average layer shear, <vupper – vlower>, is 18.5 cm s21 east of Taiwan.

East of Taiwan, the layer transports above and below the 1000 dbar interface (Tupper and Tlower) are positive-
ly correlated (Figure 9b, purple dots). The correlation coefficient, r, is 0.70 so almost 50% of the variance in
Tupper is related to that in Tlower (r2 5 0.49). Tupper is generally positive (i.e., poleward) and Tlower is negative.
Thus, the positive correlation indicates that intensification in the upper layer is accompanied by a weaken-
ing of the lower layer transport. The opposite occurs when the upper layer transport becomes less intense
and the negative transport in the lower becomes more intense. Though the Kuroshio’s mean flow is strongly
sheared, these correlations suggest a significant barotropic (vertically uniform) contribution to the
Kuroshio’s velocity variability (shown schematically for an idealized two-layer flow in Figure 9c). To assess
this quantitatively, the total layer transports and total layer velocities are decomposed into barotropic and
baroclinic components.

First, we consider the layer transports. The slope, m, of the linear regression between Tupper and Tlower (Fig-
ure 9b, black line) is 0.34. This slope is close to the ratio of the layers’ cross-sectional areas: the area between
the surface and 1000 dbar (Aupper) is 1.2 3 108 m2 and the area between 1000 dbar and the seafloor (Alower)
is 3.8 3 108 m2. Their ratio is 0.32. This area ratio Aupper/Alower is represented by a line with m 5 0.32 that
passes through the time-mean layer transports (Figure 9b, red line passing through the purple filled circle).
Since m of the best fit line is nearly equal to the area ratio of the layers, variability along the best fit line rep-
resents barotropic velocity anomalies that change the net transport (black arrows in Figure 9b). Variability
normal to this line represents baroclinic velocity anomalies that change layer shear (vupper – vlower) but do
not affect the net transport (green arrows in Figure 9b).

Next the layer-average velocity anomalies v0upper and v0 lower are decomposed into baroclinic and barotropic
components to examine their time-varying contributions to the current structure east of Taiwan. To decom-
pose the observed transport variability east of Taiwan into a barotropic mode (i.e., associated with vertically
uniform velocity anomalies, v0BT) and a baroclinic mode (i.e., associated with vertically sheared velocity
anomalies, v0BC upper and v0BC lower), the time-varying, layer-average velocities are calculated from the PIES-
observed transports:

vupper5Tupper=Aupper (2)

which is shown by the red curve in Figure 9d. In the lower layer:

vlower5Tlower=Alower (3)

which is shown by the blue curve in Figure 9e. The layer-average velocity anomalies (v0upper and v0 lower)
each have baroclinic and barotropic components. For the upper layer:

v0upper5vupper2 < vupper>5v0BT1v0BC upper (4)

where<> is the time mean. The decomposition for the lower layer is analogous:

v0 lower5vlower2 < vlower>5v0BT1v0BC lower (5)

The net (integrated from the surface to the bottom) transport anomalies (i.e., T0upper 1 T0 lower) are carried by
the barotropic mode and the barotropic velocity anomalies are given by
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v0BT5 T 0upper1T 0lower
� �

= Aupper1Alower
� �

(6)

The time-varying vBT east of Taiwan (which is equiva-
lent in the two layers) is shown by the black lines in
Figures 9d and 9e. Combining equations (4)–(6), one
can then solve for the baroclinic velocities and baro-
clinic velocity anomalies in each layer (with vBC upper

and vBC lower shown by the green lines in Figures 9d
and 9e, respectively). Since a baroclinic transport
anomaly in one layer is compensated by a baroclinic
transport anomaly of equal magnitude and opposite
sign in the other layer, the following relationship is set
by the layers’ area ratio:

v0BC lower=v0BC upper52Aupper=Alower520:32 (7)

Finally, with the time-varying velocity anomalies in the
layers (v0upper and v0 lower) decomposed into v0BT, v0BC

upper, and v0BC lower, we consider how these covary. The
results suggest strong coupling between the baro-
tropic and baroclinic modes east of Taiwan. A substan-
tial fraction of the variance of (total) velocities is
associated with the barotropic mode. In both layers,
v0BT is strongly positively correlated with the total layer
velocity (Figure 9f). In the upper layer, the (total) veloc-
ity anomalies are dominated by the baroclinic contri-
bution, v0BC upper (indicated by the red dots in Figure

9f, which fall on a v0upper:v0BT line steeper than 1:1), but the total velocity anomalies are still strongly correlat-
ed with the barotropic variability (indicated by the tight distribution of the red dots and the high correlation
of v0upper and v0BT, r 5 0.86). In the lower layer, the velocity anomalies are dominated by the barotropic con-
tribution (blue dots in Figure 9f). The correlation between v0 lower and v0BT gives r 5 0.97.

In the following section, we consider the arrival of eddies at the offshore (eastern) side of the Taiwan array.
We argue that the tight coupling observed between upper ocean/deep-ocean variability (Figure 9b) and
between barotropic/baroclinic modes of variability (Figures 9d–9f) is due to the structure of eddies.

5.2. Variability at Eddy Time Scales
The positive (poleward) and negative (equatorward) transports east of
Taiwan (red and blue curves, respectively, in Figure 4) are coherent at
eddy time scales (i.e., 50–100 day period, Figure 10, bottom) with zero lag
between them at these periods (Figure 10, top, which shows only those
cases where the coherence in the bottom figure is significant at the 95%
level). This coherence at eddy time scales suggests that the barotropic
variability depicted in Figure 9c is associated with eddy arrivals and that
when eddies arrive east of Taiwan from the ocean interior they affect
both the upper and lower layers. This in turn suggests that the sea surface
height (SSH) anomaly associated with an eddy can comprise a barotropic
and a baroclinic component (or a ‘‘mass loading’’ and a ‘‘steric’’ compo-
nent) [Baker-Yeboah et al., 2009]. This is consistent with a comparison of
altimetry, acoustic travel time and bottom pressure, described below.

The arrival on the offshore edge of the Taiwan array at 1238E of eddies
from the interior during the PIESs’ deployment period is evident in a time-
longitude plot of SSH from altimetry (Figure 11). The tilted phase lines
here suggest a propagation speed of 4.8 km d21 (indicated with the
dashed line). The eddies’ arrivals cause SSH at 1238E to vary by about
630 cm (Figure 12a, black curve). As discussed by Tsai et al. [2015], the
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Figure 11. The time evolution of SSH (m,
shaded) from altimetry along 23.3758N
east of Taiwan. Dashed black line indi-
cates signal propagation at 4.8 km d21.
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arrivals of SSH anomalies at the arrays east of Taiwan and northeast of Luzon are well correlated with anomalies
in the PIESs’ acoustic travel time records. This is because the eddies’ SSH anomalies are generally accompanied
by pycnocline displacements (which in turn affect the travel time observed with the PIESs due to the strong
dependence of sound speed in seawater on temperature and salinity). East of Taiwan, SSH highs at the offshore
side of the array at 1238E are accompanied by short travel times (and a depressed pycnocline) while SSH lows
are accompanied by long travel times (and a shoaled pycnocline).

East of Taiwan, s1000 and the local SSH (interpolated from the mapped satellite altimetry) are strongly anti-
correlated at all of the offshore sites (T-P4 through T-P6). T-P5 is used for the analysis here even though T-
P4 is on the main line of instruments along the Yaeyama Ridge because T-P5’s records extend through the
full 23 month deployment, allowing for a longer comparison to altimetry. (Note that T-P5’s travel time and
pressure records are very similar to those at T-P4, compare the thin light red and magenta curves in Figure
12a and the thin light blue and cyan lines in Figure 12b.) In addition to providing a longer record for com-
parison, T-P5 falls directly on a satellite altimeter track, which minimizes uncertainty in the SSH product
related to the altimetry mapping errors.

At T-P5, s1000 is strongly anticorrelated with SSH at eddy time scales (Figure 12a heavy black and red curves
showing the 40 day low-pass filtered records). The correlation coefficient, r, between SSH and s1000 is 20.87
for the unfiltered records (Figure 12c, light red dots) suggesting that 75% of the variance in SSH here is
related to pycnocline displacements of opposite sign.

In contrast to the travel time, the bottom pressure anomalies at T-P5 are weakly positively correlated at
eddy time scales with the SSH anomalies (Figure 12b heavy black and blue curves showing the 40 day low-
pass filtered records). The correlation for the unfiltered records gives r 5 0.32 (Figure 12d, light blue dots).
This suggests that even though much of the variance in SSH is compensated by pycnocline displacements,
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about 10% of the variance in SSH is not compensated and causes bottom pressure anomalies (of the same
sign as the SSH anomalies) when eddies arrive on the offshore edge of the Kuroshio.

These PIES observations confirm that these mesoscales eddies, though surface intensified and highly baro-
clinic, do have a deep structure and a barotropic component. Once the eddies reach the eastern edge of
the array (and the eastern flank of the Kuroshio), their deep-reaching components begin to interact with
the ridges east of Taiwan. Below we consider how this interaction shapes the flow.

5.3. The Role of the Ridges East of Taiwan
The deep-ocean pressure signals on the offshore edge of the array east of Taiwan discussed above are consistent
with a modest peak observed at eddy periods in the variance preserving spectrum of deep transport (blue curve
in Figure 13c). However, the variance preserving spectrum of the deep transport northeast of Luzon has an even
more striking peak at eddy periods (Figure 13c, green curve). Below we argue that the topography east of Taiwan
modifies the deep velocity structure when the onshore (western) edge of an eddy arrives at the offshore edge of
the PIES array. We argue that the topography causes deep recirculation anomalies between the western edge of

the eddy and Taiwan such that the compensating flows
in the deep layer damp the peak in the transport spec-
trum at eddy time scales.

As discussed in section 4.2, the structure of the deep
mean flow east of Taiwan (Figure 6c and reproduced in
Figure 14 with the gray contours) suggests a deep
cyclonic recirculation east of Taiwan arises because the
mean deep positive (poleward) Kuroshio crosses the
Yaeyama Ridge, impinges on the shallow Ilan Ridge,
turns toward the Taiwan coast and then equatorward,
crossing the Yaeyama Ridge as a negative flow between
the deep Kuroshio and Taiwan. Indeed variability of the
deep flow east of Taiwan is also consistent with this idea
that recirculation is due to impingement of deep flows
on the Ilan Ridge. Figure 14 is a correlation map with the
color at each grid point showing the correlation between
the local velocity and the deep velocity at the eastern
end of the array (yellow dot). According to the correla-
tion pattern (shading), when the deep poleward flow is
strong near the eastern edge of the array (i.e., near
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122.58E–1238E), flow at the western edge of the array (i.e., near 1228E) is strong and in the opposite direction
(i.e., equatorward). One consequence of this is a compensation in the transport across the array below 1000
dbar: an increase in deep positive flow (presumably induced by the deep-reaching part of an anticyclonic
eddy) is offset by an increase in deep negative flow so that the net transport below 1000 dbar is only weakly
affected by the eddy. This mechanism is shown schematically in Figure 15 and is consistent with the relatively
weak spectral peak at eddy periods (Figure 13e) for the deep flow east of Taiwan (blue) relative to that for
deep flow northeast of Luzon (green) where there is no downstream ridge obstructing the deep flow.

6. Conclusions

The mean and time-varying velocity structure of the Kuroshio and its counterflows in the western Pacific
between 188N and 248N are examined here by leveraging the measurement platforms used in the OKMC
and OKTV field programs. This combination of measurements (from PIESs, upward-looking moored ADCPs,
shipboard LADCPs and CTDs, and gliders) allows for validation of transport estimates, study of the flow’s
response to eddy arrivals from the ocean interior, and investigation of the effect of topography in shaping
the mean flow structure east of Taiwan.

The Kuroshio’s mean absolute transport in the upper 1000 dbar measured by the arrays increases down-
stream by 50% (from 14.3 6 2.8 Sv northeast of Luzon to 21.3 6 2.6 Sv east of Taiwan). This intensification
occurs over roughly 500 km and is mainly attributed to a downstream increase in the mean depth of the
isotachs as the Kuroshio entrains heavier South China Sea water from the west and lighter West Philippine
Sea water from the east, leading to an increased pycnocline slope across the front [Jan et al., 2015]. In con-
trast to the transport in the upper 1000 dbar, the mean net (integrated from the surface to the bottom)
transports are in good agreement with those predicted from the mean wind field and the (flat ocean) Sver-
drup balance in the interior with the Kuroshio serving as the return flow to this interior, wind-driven flow.
This simple result is surprising since the interior North Pacific is not flat and the lower layers are not at rest
as the interior ocean is continually undergoing slow baroclinic adjustment to the wind field.

The mean Kuroshio transport east of Taiwan at the Yaeyama Ridge (2012–2014) and earlier estimates of the
Kuroshio mean transport into the East China Sea (1993–1995) [Johns et al., 2001] suggest that most of the
mean transport above 1000 dbar is effectively channeled over the Ilan Ridge and into the marginal sea.

Figure 15. Schematic of a process that could lead to the correlation pattern in Figure 14. Here an anticyclonic eddy arrives on the offshore
edge of the Kuroshio. The eddy, though surface intensified, does have a barotropic component to its flow. The deep part of the eddy’s
onshore edge impinges on the Ilan Ridge and some of the flow is diverted to turn counterclockwise so the flow returns across the
Yaeyama Ridge (flowing equatorward between the Kuroshio’s deep core and Taiwan). The offshore part of the eddy remains outside of
the region sampled by the PIES array (the offshore-most PIESs are along 1238E).
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There is likely a time-dependent eddy-driven steering of the flow between the Yaeyama and Ilan Ridges
[e.g., Yang et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2001; V�elez-Belch�ı et al., 2013] that diverts flow to contribute to a nascent
Ryukyu Current along the Ryukyu Island Chain’s southeastern side. This steering of the flow into the East
China Sea Kuroshio or into a nascent Ryukyu Current is not resolved by the in situ observations discussed
here but could be investigated further if a mooring array were deployed around 1238E–1248E between
23.58N and the southwestern end of the Ryukyu Island Chain.

The structure of the mean and time-varying deep flows (>1000 dbar) inferred from the OKMC/OKTV obser-
vations highlight the importance of topography east of Taiwan where the effect of eddies on the deep
transport is modulated by their interactions with the ridges that span the Kuroshio here (Figure 15). Eddies
that arrive east of Taiwan have an expression in abyssal pressure anomalies (i.e., a barotropic or mass load-
ing component in addition to their strong baroclinic or steric signature that is apparent in the acoustic trav-
el times, Figure 12). As the shoreward (western) edge of an anticyclone arrives at the offshore side of the
Kuroshio at the Yaeyama Ridge, deep flow impinges on the downstream topography (i.e., the Ilan Ridge),

and a deep recirculation is
induced on the inshore side of
the array (with the counterflow
here evident by the anticorre-
lated pattern of the deep flows
Figure 14). The integrated effect
of these positive and negative
flows is to damp variability
observed in the deep transport
east of Taiwan. Northeast of
Luzon, there is no analogous
downstream blocking of the
deep flow, so the eddies arrive
and interact with the Kuroshio
but their evolution is not
shaped by flow impinging on a
downstream ridge.

Appendix A: Compari-
son of Taiwan-Array and
Luzon-Array PIES Data

The acoustic travel times (con-
verted to sref, see section 2.2) and
pressure records from the Taiwan
and Luzon-array PIESs are com-
pared in Figures A1 and A2. The
range (Ds) in site-averaged sref

values observed across the array
east of Taiwan is larger than that
observed northeast of Luzon: Ds
is 5.6 ms between T-P1 and T-P5
and 2.5 ms between L-H1 and L-
H4 (Figure A1, red lines). This sug-
gests a more steeply sloped pyc-
nocline (and thermocline) across
the Kuroshio east of Taiwan than
northeast of Luzon and is consis-
tent with a stronger Kuroshio
east of Taiwan than northeast of
Luzon. This downstream
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Figure A1. Hourly (gray) and 3 day low-pass filtered (blue) sref records for the PIESs (a–f)
east of Taiwan and (g–j) northeast of Luzon. In Figures A1a–A1f, the red lines show the
Taiwan array’s maximum and minimum record-mean s1000 (which are obtained at T-P1
and T-P5, respectively). In Figures A1g–A1j, the red lines show the Luzon array’s maximum
and minimum record-mean s800 (obtained from L-H1 and L-H4, respectively). Though the
absolute sref values vary across the two arrays because of the different reference levels
used (1000 dbar east of Taiwan and 800 dbar northeast of Luzon), the ranges plotted in all
figures are equal (0.015 s) so the amplitudes of variability can be easily compared within
each array and between the Luzon and Taiwan arrays.
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intensification occurs as the Kuroshio entrains heavier South China Sea water from the west (associated with lon-
ger travel times) and lighter West Philippine Sea water from the east (associated with shorter travel times, leading
to an increased pycnocline slope (larger Ds) across the Kuroshio [Jan et al., 2015]. In addition, the variability with-
in each site’s sref time series is larger for the sites east of Taiwan (a–f) than for the sites northeast of Taiwan (g–j).
This higher variance translates to a higher upper ocean transport variance observed east of Taiwan than north-
east of Luzon.

In contrast to the travel time records, which have larger range and variance east of Taiwan than northeast
of Luzon, the pressure records’ ranges and temporal characteristics are more consistent across the arrays
(Figure A2). However, each region does have a unique basin mode (i.e., a pressure signal that is common
across the array’s sites, Figures A1g and A1l). This is removed for the processing, because it is the time-

mean and time-varying pres-
sure gradients (rather than the
absolute pressures) that are
needed to calculate geostrophic
velocity and transport but is
included in the comparison of
bottom pressure signals and
SSH from satellite altimetry (sec-
tion 5.2, Figure 12b).

Appendix B: Taiwan-
Array Data Processing
and Mapping

B1. Velocity
Velocity data collected by the
upward-looking ADCPs east of
Taiwan are rotated 168 clock-
wise, which comprises a 48 rota-
tion to account for the local
magnetic declination and a 128

rotation so that the poleward (or
‘‘downstream’’) velocity is per-
pendicular to the line of instru-
ments along the Yaeyama Ridge
and the ‘‘cross-stream’’ velocity
is positive offshore toward 1028.
(The same rotations are applied
to the velocities measured by
the current sensor at site T-P4.)
ADCP data are gridded onto a
10 km grid between 121.8548E,
23.8418N and 123.0058E,
23.6088N.

B2. Acoustic Travel Time
A s1000 mean field �sðx; yÞ for the
region east of Taiwan is derived
from 2149 hydrographic casts
(from historical CTDs and Seaglider
dives) acquired within the domain
outlined in Figure 3 (black box).
Within this domain, a mean field is
calculated via Barnes [1964]
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Figure A2. Three day low-pass filtered bottom pressure records from the PIESs (a–f) east
of Taiwan and (h–k) northeast of Luzon, showing detided pressure records with the time
means removed, a pressure-sensor drift [Watts and Kontoyiannis, 1990] removed for each
instrument and a basin mode removed for each array. The respective basin modes for
each region are shown in Figures A2g and A2l.
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interpolation with empirically derived zonal and meridional smoothing length scales of 0.108 and 0.408, respectively
(as described in Mensah et al. [2016] for the Luzon array).

The processed hourly PIESs’ s1000 data are 3 day low-pass filtered and subsampled to 1 day interval. The dai-
ly time series of s anomalies (s1000 – �s) are separated into low-passed and high-passed contributions using
39 days for the cutoff frequency. The low-passed time series are objectively mapped onto a 10 km grid with
a correlation scale of 120 km and the high-passed time series with a correlation scale of 65 km. At site T-P1,
s data are missing or erroneous from the 356th sample. The missing data until the end of the time series
(sample 717) are obtained by a least squares fitting whose coefficients b0 and bi are determined as follows:

y5b01
Xi56

i51

bi xi1e (B1)

Here y is the time series of s at site T-P1, x1 to x5 are the time series of s at site T-P2 to T-P6, and x6 is the
time series of SSH anomaly data (from the gridded altimetry product) at the grid point located closest to
T-P1; each time series spans the first to the 355th sample. The coefficients b0 . . . b6 are the values that mini-
mize the sum of the residuals e. The time series of simulated s at T-P1 s�P1 are obtained using these coeffi-
cients and the aforementioned time series. The fit between the simulated s�P1 and actual sP1 between the
first and 355th sample yields r2 5 0.59.

At T-P4, s data are missing from the 577th sample. The missing data until the end of the time series are
obtained via the objective mapping inputting data from all the other PIES until sample 596, then inputting
data at T-P2, T-P3, T-P5, and T-P6, thereafter.

As explained in section 3.1, two GEM lookup tables are used to interpret the Taiwan-array acoustic travel time
data according to the method described in Mensah et al. [2016]. The reference level used for the GEMs here,
1000 dbar, is below the depth of the main thermocline, but shallow enough that a sufficient number of casts
are available to build the lookup tables. A western GEM is used to convert s1000 into specific volume anomaly
(or density) profiles between 121.858E and 122.058E. An eastern GEM is used between 122.238E and 123.008E.
The specific volume anomaly (or density) profiles at 122.148E are obtained by linear interpolation of the values
at 122.048E and 122.238E.

B3. Pressure
After removing a basin mode, which is common across the instruments in the Taiwan array (shown in Figure
A2g with the basin mode for the Luzon array shown in Figure A2l), the pressure residuals from the PIESs
east of Taiwan are split into low-passed and high-passed contributions [Andres et al., 2008b; Donohue et al.,
2010] using 58 days for the cutoff frequency. These are objectively mapped onto a 10 km grid with low-
pass field correlation scale of 70 km and a high-pass field correlation scale of 60 km. At site T-P1, pressure
data are missing or erroneous from sample 1 to 62 and 596 to 717. The missing data are obtained via least
square fit following (equation (B1)), this time by inputting data from all the other PIESs. The fit between
actual and simulated pressure at T-P1 between samples 63 and 595 is r2 5 0.86.

Figure C1. Comparison of transport northeast of Luzon calculated by different methods and platforms [after Mensah et al., 2016].
Analogous to Figure 5 for the array east of Taiwan, the red curve is the PIES-derived absolute geostrophic transport and the gray curve is the
ADCP-derived transport. Transports northeast of Luzon are 7 day low-pass filtered and span the surface to 600 dbar between 122.108E and
122.878E; the green stars are absolute geostrophic transports over the same area calculated from Seaglider transects [Mensah et al., 2016].
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Appendix C: Comparison of Luzon-Array Transports to Independent Estimates of
Transport

Comparison between Taiwan-array transports and independent estimates is discussed in section 3.2.
The comparison for the Luzon-array transports and independent estimates is detailed in Mensah et al.
[2016] but is reviewed here briefly. The correspondence between leveled absolute geostrophic trans-
ports from PIESs (Figure C1, red line) and the total transports integrated between the ADCPs (gray line)
is excellent with 3.0 Sv rms difference [Mensah et al., 2016] (Table 3). For this comparison, the endpoints
for the transport integrations are between 122.108E and 122.878E and from the surface to 600 dbar.
As noted in Mensah et al. [2016], the largest discrepancies between the ADCP-derived transports and
the PIES-derived transports occur during two events in July 2012 and August/September 2012 and may
be due to ageostrophic contributions to the transport (which are included in the ADCP-derived trans-
ports, but not in the PIES-derived transports). Comparison between 15 Seaglider-derived transports
northeast of Luzon and the concurrent PIES-derived transports (which are both measures of the geo-
strophic absolute transport) give a 1.8 Sv rms difference [Mensah et al., 2016] (Table 3 and Figure C1,
green stars).
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